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It´s quite rare to meet someone in the USA with a detailed knowledge of his or her horse´s lineage. 
Meeting someone who is actually very deliberately breeding quality show jumpers from proven sport 
pedigrees and using top stallions is very special indeed. But in the hamlet of Geneva, a little to 
the north-east of Orlando in Florida, this is precisely what the Peralta family are doing. Wendy and 
Ezequiel Peralta are very much clued-up about which show jumpers are successful both in sports as 
in breeding; particularly Z-horses.
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For instance the winner Armani SL Z (Asca Z x Cumano 
Z) of the 7-year-olds at Sentower Park (Opglabbeek, B), 
comes from the Peralta family. Over the past few years 
Wendy Peralta has been competing successfully at Grand 
Prix level with Cruz Z (Crown Z x Coriall Z), Ezequiel 
Peralta won an international test at Spruce Meadows 
with Allain Z (Alnok Z x Zebulon) and he rode the 
same horse in the Nations Cup at the Winter Equestrian 
Festival in Wellington. Besides that they also bought 
the foal Acqua di Gioa Second Life Z, a full Armani SL 

Z sister, together with Willem Greve at last year´s foal 
auction in Lanaken. This year this couple and Rodrigo 
Pessoa are planning to flush embryos from the Levisto 
mare Levade 35 (maternal sire Kolibri) who has jumped 
at the highest level with Rodrigo´s wife Alexa.

Zangersheide horses
Wendy Peralta-Ritter has been running her own 
Seabreeze Farm in Florida for many decades. It´s a busy 
yard set in more than ten hectares of grounds where 

clients and their horses receive training and where the 
sale of horses plays a key role. The sport takes centre 
stage. Both Wendy and her husband Ezequiel Peralta 
compete at high levels. Wendy’s sons Trevor and Nikko 
are also professionally into horses and Wendy and 
Ezequiel´s 12-year-old daughter Catalina is one of the 
biggest talents in America. For two years running this 
young lady has already represented America in the 
Nations Cup for Children at the Winter Equestrian 
Festival in Wellington.

Some eight years ago the Peralta family effectively 
took up breeding horses. Wendy Peralta tells us how 
this came about. ‘We have sold countless horses at 
Seabreeze over the years and more than one hundred 
Zangersheide horses. Zangersheide is well-known 
for producing numerous international show jumpers, 
but we have sold on a great many Z horses as good 
hunters and equitation horses because the Zangersheide 
horses are quite beautiful, noble and commercial. They 
stand out from the rest. Most of the horses that have 
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Background: Hunter and equitation classes are pretty 
much non-existent in Europe but they are hugely popular 
in America. Hunters are known to be good-looking 
horses with smooth movement, a comfortable, calm 
and even canter, good canter changes and a jumping 
technique whereby the knees are folded high against 
the chest. Equitation horses are similar to hunters but 
usually display a bit more elevation. The main difference 
is however that in hunter classes the horses are being 
judged and in equitation classes it is the riding style of 
the horsemen- and women.

Other markets
‘Before, we used to go to Europe to buy horses which we 
would then school over here for the American market and 
then sell them on to our customers.’ Wendy continues. 
‘But at some point in time people started to accompany 
their customers to Europe to buy the horses themselves, 
so our service became redundant. This meant the prices 
of European horses went up so much that we could no 
longer afford or for that matter, want to pay that kind 
of money. We then started to explore other markets such 
as Argentina, but we found that nowhere the horses 
were as well-trained as in Europe. However, via Marleen 
Melchior and her husband Ricardo Kierkegaard we did 
purchase quite a lot of very good Zangersheide horses 
from Argentina. Some of those horses were born and 
bred in Argentina and others had been imported from 
Europe.’

become famous over here or have done really well were 
Zangersheide-bred, for example an exceedingly good 
hunter called Akito Z (Atlantus Z x Landgraf I). I have 
always admired Z-horses because they are purpose-bred 
for the sport. Léon Melchior was a true pioneer in many 
respects. He was the first to bring OCD-free semen on 
the market and he has brought together the best horses 
of various studbooks. Many of the other studbooks were 
focused on keeping pure-bred bloodlines, whereas Léon 
Melchior had the vision to do whatever it takes to breed 
a better show jumper. That´s why I have always been 
so keen on Zangersheide horses. And let´s face it: who 
doesn´t have a soft spot for Ratina Z?’ Wendy smiles.

Hunter and equitation classes are pretty much 
non-existent in Europe but they are hugely popular 
in America. Hunters are known to be good-looking 
horses with smooth movement, a comfortable, 
calm and even canter, good canter changes and 
a jumping technique whereby the knees are fold-
ed high against the chest. Equitation horses are 
similar to hunters but usually display a bit more 
elevation. The main difference is however that in 
hunter classes the horses are being judged and 
in equitation classes it is the riding style of the 
horsemen- and women.

The 2-year-old Verdon Z, a Vegas out of Qroqant Z (byQuick Star) 

who in turn is a daughter of the full Ratina Z sister Roxan Z.
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Wonder boy Armani SL Z and family horse Carambo Z

One of the most talented horses that come from 
Seabreeze is the now 8-year-old Armani SL Z. ‘Actually, 
it´s a rather funny story how we acquired him’, Wendy 
tells us. ‘We travelled to Argentina to spot horses 
and bought a cute 5-year-old grey called Carambo Z 
(Charming Z x Akito Z). I had schooled his sire Charming 
Z and Carambo´s dam is an Akito Z which I also used 
to ride. So he was something like a family horse right 
from the start and that never changed. Our custom-
ers, the Bakker family, bought Carambo Z from us and 
their daughter Katie won the finals for 6-year-olds with 
him at the Hampton Classic. She was an amateur but 
still she got the better of all grand names such as Mc 
Lain Ward. On account of that victory we received an 
invitation to take part in the WC for Young Horses at 
Zangersheide. So we put Carambo on a plane and off 
we went. At the WC they didn´t pull off anything spec-
tacular, but it certainly was a good learning experience 
for Katie’, Wendy remembers. Needless to say that we 
had a good time with the Bakker family and we ended 
up at the auction where we purchased two foals. One 
of them was Armani SL Z, who turned out to be some 
kind of wonder boy. Right from the start he was great 

at everything, jumping out of his field, being immense-
ly athletic, good-looking too. But he had one blue eye 
which hugely affected his value in Europe, particularly 
as a stallion. But from the first day we launched him in 
the sport he was a winner. He has won so many prizes. 
He triumphed in a free jumping competition, was the 
best 3-year-old in America, the best 4-year-old in the 
finals for 4-year-olds and so on. Armani has shown a 
superb development and turned into a horse with in-
ternational potential. At the age of seven we sold him 
to Eugenio Garza from Mexico, a young talented rider 
trained by Eddie Macken.

Katie went on riding Carambo Z at 1.30m - 1.35m lev-
els in the Medium Amateurs until she became preg-
nant. They were looking for a buyer. We then decided 
that our daughter Catalina should ride Carambo Z for 
a while to show how safe and docile he was with chil-
dren. Catalina was still very tiny at that time but since 
she had such a good bond with him we decided to keep 
him on for her. She started at 80cm level and the horse 
has taken her all the way up to Junior level.’

‘But when trade with Argentina started to dwindle and it 
turned out that the horses arriving here from Argentina 
still needed a lot of schooling, Wendy started to wonder 
why we should bother with this whole process and 
instead should take it all into our own hands’, explains 
Ezequiel Peralta, the Argentine rider who has been 
together with Wendy for nearly fifteen years now. 
‘That´s when we decided to invest our money in a good 
broodmare and take over the whole process ourselves. 
We are all professional riders so why not breed the type 
of horses we like to ride ourselves? Most people are 
trying to breed a future Olympic Champion. We would 
love to achieve that too of course, but we also like to 
have horses that are a joy to ride. So that has become the 
decisive factor for choosing our bloodlines. With some 
of these horses we have also actively taken part in the 
sport’.

Large meadows at Seabreeze Farm. The retired Classic Crown Z 

with  2-year-old Verdon Z.

Armani SL Z had just been sold to Eugenio Garza when he triumphed in the 7-year-olds at Sentower Park.

At the latest Zangersheide Quality Auction the Peralta family and Willem Greve jointly purchased Acqua di Gioa SL Z, 

a full sister to Armani SL Z.

Acqua di Gioa Second Life Z

‘I got a phone call from Wendy and Ezequiel last year asking me to make a bid on a foal, Acqua di Gioa Second 
Life Z’, top rider Willem Greve tells us when he is visiting customers at the Winter Equestrian Festival in 
Wellington. ‘I thought it was a nice foal and it´s a full sister to Armani SL Z who is doing really well in the 
sport so I was keen to get a part share. They agreed and we bought the foal together. She has gone to Anton 
Dekkers´ yard in Winterswijk where he raises young stock. In my opinion this is good for customer relations 
too. The foal was quite expensive and only time can tell if it will be a good horse in the long run, but relations 
with Wendy and Ezequiel are also important.’

Secretariat xx
‘At a given time we had two Z-mares for breeding, Athina 
Z (by.Artos Z) and Qroqant Z (Quick Star x Roxan Z 
by Ramiro Z x Almé). Qroqant´s dam Roxan Z is a full 
sister to Ratina Z’, Wendy informs us. ‘Qroqant was a 
splendid horse with an amazing competition mentality 
and a truly great heart. She has collected so many wins 
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Catalina Peralta and Cruz Z in the Nations Cup for Children during 

the WEF 2016.

Cruz Z and Catalina Peralta

Wendy and Ezequiel Peralta´s 12-year-old daughter Catalina is one of America´s greatest talents. She 
already has two Children Nations Cups under her belt, the last one with Cruz Z (Crown Z x Ciao Otto 
Z by Coriall Z x Tivonne by Farn), a chestnut stallion with an interesting pedigree who stems from the 
same dam line as It’s Otto, Geof Billington´s enormously successful international show jumper. Cruz´s 
granddam Tivonne is It’s Otto´s dam.

and has also made it to National Champion of Argentina. 
We sent her over to Silver Creek in Oklahoma to get her 
in foal because our own efforts remained fruitless. The 
second year we paired her to Vegas which has given us a 
beautiful 2-year-old, Verdon Z. After that we figured we 
needed to step up on numbers because we realised that 
Qroqant Z was getting on in age. This resulted in six 
embryos by different top stallions such as Presley Boy 
and Clinton. We are really pleased with that decision 
because Qroqant Z died last year at the age of 21.

Right now we are also breeding with the mare Citizen Z 
(Catango Z x Simone Z by Seclusive Z) who can boast 
an immensely interesting pedigree. Seclusive xx was sired 
by one of the most illustrious racing horses of all times: 
Secretariat xx. We used this mare for ICSI and we are 
expecting three very special foals this year: a Vagabond 
de la Pomme (by Vigo d’Arsouilles), a Big Star (by Quick 
Star) and a Copin van de Broy (by Darco). And I reckon 
that Arman´s full sister Acqua di Gioa Second Life Z 
will prove to be an especially valuable addition to our 
breeding programme. We are planning to launch her in 
the sport but we are keen to get some offspring from her 
via embryo transfer.’

Until this year the good-looking 12-year-
old chestnut has competed at 1.50m 
level under Wendy Ritter. The combina-
tion came out on top in three national 
Grand Prix events and pocketed loads 
of other good placings. ‘We bought 
Cruz Z in Argentina when he was four 
years and six months old just after he 
had arrived from Europe. Like Carambo 
Z before him, Cruz Z has also become 
a real family horse. Ezequiel rode him 
when he was a youngster, Nikko when 
he was a 5-year-old and I took him over 
when he was six. He has a superb 
mentality, is a picture of health, has a 
fantastic shape over jumps and a very 
good back end. Besides that he is also 
very reliable, never bad-mannered or 
acting the stallion’, Peralta says. ‘It´s 
fantastic that Catalina has him un-
der saddle. Riding him in the Nations 
Cup in Wellington was like a dream for 
everyone.’
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